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Why on Earth Would You Read This? 

We may be a lot alike. We usually only get called when someone realizes something’s 
gone completely haywire, and we come in and fix what’s broken. Oh, and, when 
someone needs us… they REALLY need us. 

You fix damage left behind by water intrusion. We fix broken marketing for water 
restoration companies that want consistent and profitable growth.  

You’re busy and probably don’t want to spend a whole lot of time and energy wading 
through some massive, technical book and we don’t want to write a book that people 
would rather shred and use to line a litter box than read. 

So, how about we make a deal? 

We will lay out for you a practical, actionable plan you can use to get real, no-nonsense 
results for your water restoration business (that means consistently filling your calendar 
with more jobs) in a way that won’t leave you preferring to crawl around on a flooded 
shag carpet – and you give it a quick read. 

Sound fair? 

We should probably introduce ourselves first. Our names are Kevin Wilke and Jeffrey T. 
Duldulao. 

Our mission as a company is “Pasionately Creating Growth and Freedom For Small 
Business Owners.” 

Both of us, having grown up in families whose parents ran small businesses, have spent 
a lifetime experiencing first hand the passion and drive AND the pain and struggle small 
business owners (and their families) experience. 

We also know the reason you got into business was to have more freedom. Freedom to 
be in control of your future, your financial success, your time, what you do and when 
you do it and the difference you get to make in the world. 

However for most water restoration business owners you have very little or no freedom. 
Instead you have a lot of stress, long hard days, worry over cash flow and making 
payroll, missing your family and your kids growing up and the constant struggle of 
handling the day to day challenges of your business. 

We are committed to earning your trust and becoming your partner in having more 
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growth and freedom in your business. With our proven marketing system we are laying 
out for you in this book, you are getting our playbook to consistently get you more new 
customers, profitably, every month. That means more cash flow and financial resources 
and confidence to grow your company, hire more or better employees, expand into new 
services or locations – whatever growth looks like for you. 

And at the same time experience more freedom that you got into business for. 

While so many water restoration companies are dumping money into old school 
marketing tactics and then praying they’ll work, or “hoping” the marketing agency they 
just signed up with will be the one that finally works out and lives up to their promises… 
water restoration business owners are working harder and harder to get just a tiny 
fraction of the results they used to get.  

And the “R” word? Results are really the only thing that matters, period. That’s why 
water restoration and Pay Per Click (PPC) advertising go so well together.  

The crazy thing is, PPC is about the LAST thing most marketing consultants will advise 
for your water restoration company to do. Not because it doesn’t work (our clients will 
tell you it works like magic). Not because it’s expensive (wouldn’t you trade a dime if 
you receive a dollar all day long?). Not because it’s rocket science (you could do it on 
your own if you’re willing to go through the learning curve.) Although if you had a risk-
free way to having a pro do it for you, you’d take it. 

It’s because… 

● Very few of them know how to do it. 
● They know if they do it wrong, the results will be a crash and burn disaster that’s 

nightmare-worthy. 
● They suspect (correctly) there are a LOT of details to successfully managing your 

PPC so you get that ideal outcome – consistently and profitably getting more 
jobs.  

So not only is PPC the best marketing solution for water restoration companies, but by 
the end of this short book, you’ll have the exact “step-by-step” blueprint for how to make 
the whole thing happen for you too.  
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The PPC Lead Driving System for Water Restoration Companies 

“What do we want? More customers! 

When do we want them? Right now!” 

Calls, conversions, customers – more of all of these is good, because they lead to 
revenue. 

Articles, blog posts, social media followers, click-throughs, and website traffic – these 
are irrelevant because while they might sound smart, they don’t put remediation projects 
on your calendar or cash in your pocket. 

You don’t grow a business by spending money on marketing. You grow by investing in 
income-producing systems and tools. 

If you want better results for your water restoration company, and not just a bunch of 
numbers that look like you’ve been busy, you will find that Google’s AdWords (and on a 
smaller scale Microsoft’s Bing) advertising platforms are an extremely valuable part of 
the equation for generating more business. The Water Restoration Marketing System 
gets you consistent customers virtually risk free is built on our unique and proven 
approach to Pay Per Click advertising because it works. 

What do I mean by, “It works?” 

• It means you finally have lead generation down to a reliable science that you can 
count on week after week. 

• It means you have enough predictable cash flow to run and even expand your 
business. 

• It means you have a proven, automated, lead generation machine that you rely 
on to get new customers every day. 

So, what is this strategy? 

As an example, do a Google search for a water restoration company near you. On the 
top and bottom of your Google results, you might see ads. These are Pay Per Click ads 
that are run through Google’s advertising program, which is called AdWords. 
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Basically, advertisers bid on keywords they think prospective customers would use to 
find their products and services. The more targeted the keyword, and the more 
commercially intended it is (meaning, it’s a keyword someone would use when they’re 
looking to buy rather than researching just for kicks), the more likely it is to result in 
turning a searcher into a real lead and customer.  

The advertiser agrees to pay a certain amount every time someone clicks their ad, 
which is tied to the keywords they’re bidding on. Google and Microsoft bills advertisers 
monthly based on how many clicks their ads get. 

The ads, when clicked, typically lead searchers to a landing page, which then offers a 
specific product, service, or opportunity. We’ll talk more about landing pages in a bit, but 
in the case of water restoration services, they’ll get a name and phone number to call 
for more info, a bit about the company, and maybe even an incentive to call right away. 

When using paid advertising, be sure you have a dedicated phone number for your ads 
and landing pages that’s not already associated with your business. This is important for 
tracking purposes, so you can see exactly how many calls, and what kinds of results 
(jobs) these specific ads produce. 

Of course, getting calls isn’t the end of the story. You’ll also need an effective script 
when answering the phone so you can turn those callers into customers.  

The great thing about Pay Per Click and the Water Restoration Marketing System, is 
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that it’s so transparent. You set your budget, track your leads and calls, and measure 
your ROI.  

We’ll go into more detail about what’s needed to build a system like this for your 
business in the next few chapters, including: 

● The 5-step proven process we’ve used to help double and even triple other water 
restoration companies’ revenues. 

● How to understand your target market and know for sure what they want. 
● How to make sure you’ve got excellent “message to market match.” 
● How to know where your prospects are in the buying cycle.  
● The difference between buyers versus shoppers versus researchers. 
● Why it’s crucial to “sell the hole rather than the drill.” 
● How to communicate the benefits your prospects get by doing business with you 

rather than your competitors. 
● The difference between features and benefits. 
● How to be customer-focused in your advertising rather than making the same 

major mistake 99% of water restoration companies make. 
● How to build high-converting landing pages that Google loves. 
● What keywords and targets work well for the water restoration industry – and 

which are a waste of money. 
● What works GREAT when the calls and leads start coming in… and what 

doesn’t. 
● How to make tiny changes in your marketing to get HUGE improvements in your 

results.  

Ready? 
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Look Behind the Drywall: What Are You Selling? 

You might be under the crazy assumption that your prospects want you to find and fix 
their water or mold problem.  

Now you’re probably thinking, “Well, yeah, dummy! It’s right on the side of our trucks.” 

But before you jump to conclusions, let me explain. 

See, the truth is, your REAL business is solving problems and making life easier. 

You are the magic wand that makes frustration disappear. You are the glue that keeps 
families housed safely in homes where they can breathe freely and enjoy using their 
cherished belongings. Your offerings help families stay healthy. You are the knight in 
shining armor coming to the rescue of townsfolk who are besieged by all sorts of big, 
bad water demons and mold ogres. 

OK, that might be a little much. 

But seriously, think about what it means when you eradicate problems stemming from 
water intrusion. 

If families struggle to find quality water restoration services, they end up living in unsafe, 
unhealthy conditions. The belongings they work so hard to purchase for their families 
end up in the trash.  

A simple flood from an overflowing appliance or storm adds a ridiculous amount of 
stress to any family’s daily schedule, but also creates additional worries when they miss 
work or school because of mold-induced illnesses. 

People don’t want to think about their home’s indoor air quality. They just want it to be 
safe and healthy to breathe there. They don’t want to have to worry about losing all the 
comforts of home. They count on an indoor environment that’s safe for their families – 
or for their employees, in the case of a workplace that’s suffered water intrusion. In 
short, they’re counting on you! 

That’s what you sell. Healthy indoor environments. 

With that in mind, how well does your advertising match up with what you sell? Does 
everyone in your business understand your target market and what they want? Do you 
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keep this in mind as you sell? Is it at the heart of your marketing? 

There’s a concept called message to market match. It’s about understanding what 
people want to buy from you, then creating advertising that communicates that that’s 
exactly what you’re selling. That message needs to come through loud and clear, with 
no confusion on your customer’s end. 

Your market is at the bottom of the funnel. 

In marketing, we talk about sales funnels a lot. If you picture a funnel, the guy who 
doesn’t even know he wants what someone’s selling is at the top of the funnel. The goal 
there is to grab his attention and prompt him to start thinking about your product, 
service, or job opportunity. Once he’s interested, we call him a prospect. Aiming your 
marketing toward prospects isn’t the best idea because it can take a long time before 
they’re ready to buy – and the likelihood they’ll take action isn’t very high. 

A bit further down the funnel, you’ll find prospects who are doing some research and 
comparing options. If they were shopping for a new car, this is where they’d be weighing 
the pros and cons to decide which manufacturer. Also, not the best place to aim your 
marketing efforts, because it can take them a while to pull the trigger – and a lot can 
happen between now and then. 

At the bottom of the funnel is your sweet spot – the low-hanging fruit, where a prospect 
is ready to pull the trigger. In a water restoration scenario, these are the people who’ve 
just discovered their basement is flooded. Or, a tree has fallen on their roof during 
heavy rains. Or, they had a fire and the water used to extinguish it has left a wet, soggy 
mess. In the sales cycle, they’re at the very last stop before money changes hands. 
These are the buyers.  

Sell the hole, not the drill. 

You’ve probably heard this one before – about the hardware store employee who 
couldn’t sell a drill to save his life. Turns out, the customers didn’t care about how many 
volts the battery was, or how much it weighed, or what kind of torque the drill had.  

They didn’t just wake up one morning and say, “I think I’ll buy a drill today.” No, there 
was a problem that incited this purchase. They didn’t need a drill, but a hole.  

In the same way, you need to connect with your prospect’s real need. Water restoration 
companies don’t care about the ten steps you follow to dry a carpet. They don’t care 
what certifications and industry memberships you’ve got. They don’t even care about 
how long you’ve been in business or how many other homeowners have called on you 
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to solve problems for them. They just want what they want – a clean, healthy indoor 
environment and the restoration of their personal belongings. Now. And a fair price 
sweetens the deal. 

A strange set of balances to strike 

Features vs. Benefits 

Marketers talk a lot about features and benefits, and which one matters most to 
customers. Here’s a quick explanation: 

Features are the facts about your business, products, and services. For example, 
you’ve been in business 25 years. You provide dry-outs… or whatever your offer is. 

Benefits are what’s in it for the customer, why those features matter. For example, let’s 
say you provide mold remediation. By hiring you, a homeowner enjoys the peace of 
mind that comes from knowing their home is a safe environment for their family to live in 
again. 

And every feature has a benefit for the customer. So what’s the benefit that you have 
been in business for 25 years? The customer can trust that you are reliable, trustworthy 
and have the expertise to do the job right. 

Company vs. Customer Focus 

If you read through most websites – in water restoration and other fields as well – you’ll 
probably be shocked to realize how self-centered they are. “We, we, we” they say. 
We’ve been in business for X years. We have X number of customers. We have this 
certification and won that award. We are the best! Blah, blah, blah. 

Your customers don’t care about any of that. They just want what they really want! I 
know, I sound like a broken record – but this is one of the most important keys to getting 
better results from your marketing. Success means selling people what they want – and 
what your customers want is a no-hassle experience that ultimately helps them take 
care of business – and their families. 

The details of your business are important, of course. But you want to be sure that in 
every marketing communication, you keep what matters to your customers as the top 
priority. 

All they really want to know is that they’ll get what they need, quickly. Is your price 
reasonable? Can you get things rolling today? Will you provide a professional service 
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and clear and timely communication every step of the way. Communicate the right 
answers to these questions, and you’ll find your phones ringing automatically. 

Keeping that in mind makes your marketing message a whole lot simpler, doesn’t it? 

Next, we’re going to look at what makes landing pages turn your prospects into eager 
leads who are ready to do business with you. 
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Nail Down Your Landing Pages 

Now that we’re clear about what you’re actually selling, it’s time to build a piece of your 
marketing funnel that communicates that message. 

The first pieces to focus on are your landing pages. Yeah, plural. Pages. 

You might already be sweating a little, remembering how much fun it was building your 
website. Or you could be feeling kind of smug, saying, “Ha! I’ve already got a website! I 
can skip right over this chapter!” 

Sorry. 

Your Home page is the hub of your website. Every website is expected to have a Home 
page. It’s the primary page SEO guys aim to optimize. They feature your main keywords 
there, some text that communicates your visitors are in the right place, information and 
pictures about your company, and a list of all the various services you provide 
customers. The Home page is all about content marketing. 

So, it’s not what we’re talking about right now. 

Right now, we’re talking about landing pages, a specific and highly targeted page that 
online searchers are sent to. 

That clears things up, doesn’t it? Just to make it a hair more confusing, many, many 
businesses out there use their Home page as a landing page. They send all their traffic 
to the Home page. From the Home page, they hope their content marketing efforts will 
work and send visitors deeper into the website to read articles, watch videos, learn 
about the services they offer and on their own they expect the consumer to come to the 
magical conclusion you offer what they need and are the best choice. 

Not at all what we want to do. 

Instead, with a landing page, we want to nudge prospects to take action – call your 
office to get started. Everything on your landing page should assure visitors that you are 
provide exactly what they are looking for, they’re in good hands, then make it easy for 
them to call you, without ever leaving that page. 

Your landing page is a crucial piece of your online sales funnel. We want your prospects 
flowing through that funnel like it’s been greased. No bumps, no bottlenecks, no holes. 
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They slide in and through and come out the other side as your new and very happy 
customers. A smooth funnel requires a high-converting landing page. 

So, what makes a landing page convert visitors into customers? 

There are a few elements your landing pages must have to turn the traffic you get from 
your PPC ads into hot leads you can close – easily. 

Your Keywords 

Remember, your keywords are the words and phrases your leads enter into Google 
when they go looking for water restoration services. You want to focus on ONE keyword 
for each landing page. Conversely, that also means you’ll want a landing page for each 
keyword or conversation. 

What sort of keywords do you use? Well, that depends entirely on your focus as a 
business.  

• All the communities you serve 
• All the causes of water intrusion 
• All the services you offer 
• All the combinations of all of the above 

One great thing about using landing pages instead of just your Home page is that you 
can go after long-tail keywords. These are highly specific, multiple-word search terms 
people look for when they are really, really serious about finding you. Long-tail 
keywords or conversations might look like this: 

Flood damage restoration services in Hoboken 

Long, huh? Think whoever types that into Google is serious about finding that service? 
It’s not a casual Google search; this person means business. By having a specific page 
for this search term, one just about flood damage restoration services in Hoboken, you 
boost your odds of turning that searcher into your newest customer because they have 
100% confidence you can fix their specific problem. 

If you were using SEO for marketing, you’d be sunk right about here. Remember, SEO 
typically aims to compete on a generic keyword level because of the practical limits that 
come with trying to do content marketing. It’s impossible to have enough content 
ranking high for thousands of keywords – and, again, even if you DID succeed in 
ranking it high, content is NOT what works best for water restoration industry marketing. 
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By using Google AdWords, there’s complete control over keywords and geo-targeting, 
which ensures your ads show up only where they’ll get results. Also, the ad goes 
straight to the landing page specific to their problem (instead of your home page which 
is what happens with SEO.) This level of control enables you to run highly relevant, 
precisely targeted local ads, with irresistible offers.  

The Structure of Your Landing Page 

The structure is really important, and can make or break your results. The elements of a 
high-converting landing page all need to be there, written the right way, formatted the 
right way, and in the right order. No pressure, right? 

Here are those elements: 

● Headline: It needs to be engaging, reassuring, and action-prompting so your 
visitors know they’re in the right place, you’ll take good care of them, and they 
won’t get ripped off. 
 

● Bullet Points: Each “bullet” provides more detail – benefit-rich detail. It’s a good 
idea to start each bullet with wording like, “You get…” followed by a benefit they’ll 
enjoy as a result of choosing your company.  
 

● Call to Action: It probably seems obvious the next step for your visitor would be 
to pick up the phone and talk with you. However, if you actually want them to do 
it, you literally have to spell it out, step by step and ideally with an incentive to call 
you (instead of your competitors). With a thousand different distractions, you 
need to make it simple, clear and direct – call now! 

Keep these three elements above the fold.  

What’s “above the fold?” If you think of a newspaper stand, you’ll get the idea. How 
much of the paper can you see, without picking it up? Whatever it is, it better be 
spectacular enough to sell copies. 

It’s the same with your website, but instead of a “fold,” there’s a scroll down function. 
Whatever you can see, without scrolling down, is considered above the fold – and it 
better be attention-grabbing and compelling enough to get your visitors to take action. 

What else goes on your landing page? 

These three elements should be present in every part of your landing page: a sense of 
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urgency, a connection to your prospect’s pain and proof that you can be trusted.  

● Urgency: You don’t want them clicking your ad, landing on your page, and then 
putting it off or worse going to your competitors website. They’ll never come 
back. Instead, give them a reason to call you now, without delay. Maybe you 
highlight a hidden cost or extra benefit to nudge them to take action now. Maybe 
offer them a time sensitive discount or bonus.  
 

● Problem and Pain: You know how, in real life, the polite thing to do in 
conversation is to avoid uncomfortable topics? If you stumble onto a sore spot for 
someone, you do your best to smooth it over and switch to an easier 
conversation. 
 
In marketing, in a sense, you want to do the opposite. You want to seek out, 
probe, and push on the pain points a bit to get your prospect to take action. It’s 
for their own good, of course – by turning to your company to fix their problem, 
it’s a win for everyone: for them because they get a solution that works; for you 
because you just got a new and loyal customer or driver.  
 
Your landing page needs to nail the pain points with a direct hit. Again, it’s about 
your message to market match – the people who visit your landing pages don’t 
want to just feel better, and they don’t want to know how to fix their problems… 
they just want them fixed. Now. Make sure your text aligns with what you know 
they want – an assurance their pain will go away with a call to you. 

● Social Proof: A crowd attracts a crowd. People like doing business with 
businesses people like. Those are the ideas behind social proof, and you 
desperately need this in marketing your products, services, and opportunities. 

Here’s the best way we know to explain it. We’ll use an example you might not 
know a lot about – and that’s perfect.  

Pretend you’ve been sent out to buy a baby stroller for your daughter’s baby 
shower. It’s sort of an emergency, because somehow this got overlooked, your 
wife’s too busy with last minute party details, and she’s counting on you to come 
through for her. You manage to find a store that sells them, and are instantly 
overwhelmed because you’re facing a whole aisle filled with strollers in all 
different sizes, colors, price points, and seemingly different features. The sales 
clerk sees a sitting duck and starts recommending the model that costs a 
thousand dollars, stressing how important all the various features are. 
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You begin to panic. 
 
One particular stroller catches your attention and you start checking it out, hoping 
the sales clerk will leave you alone. Out of the corner of your eye, you see a lady 
approaching you. She remarks that she’s GOT that stroller you’re looking at, 
loves it, gave the same one to her sister when she had a baby, and that all her 
kids, who of course rode in that stroller, are lovely, well-behaved darlings… all 
because of that stroller. (Well, okay, you get the idea.) You buy it immediately. 
 
Hearing from a real, live happy customer carries a lot more weight than anything 
a salesperson can say. Other customers have no stake in whether you buy. They 
don’t get a commission. They have no reason not to be honest. 
 
That’s social proof. It’s regular people talking you up for no other reason than that 
they really like how you helped them. 
 
There are a number of ways you can build social proof into your landing pages. 
Some of them are harder to do than others, but they’re all valuable in building 
your credibility and putting your prospective customers at ease so they’ll feel 
comfortable calling you. 

❖ Testimonials. That’s the social proof gold mine. This could be real 
homeowners’ real words about hiring you, and how your services improved 
their family’s life. You can’t make this stuff up (literally… you’ll get in a lot of 
trouble if you do). You can’t imagine how powerful it is for a prospect to read 
or watch (yes, video testimonials!) some other regular guy’s story about how 
you saved the day. They know they can trust a regular guy more than some 
salesperson or actor – and they’ll follow that example and call you. 
 
It can be tricky getting testimonials, though. You’ve got to have certain pieces 
of information in them to make them believable and not seem like paid 
advertisements or made up. Make sure you know what you’re doing before 
you publish testimonials, because they’ll do wonders for your bottom line if 
you do it right – but cause you a lot of headaches if you do it wrong. 
 

❖ Industry Logos. People are very visual creatures. Informal studies show that 
even small children are able to identify an astonishing number of corporate 
logos. Logos convey a sense of authority and credibility. They communicate 
that a larger organization has approved a smaller one. 
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For example, you may have permission to feature the logos of the insurance 
companies you service. You’ll need to check before using them, but that’s a 
powerful endorsement if you can include them on your landing pages. 
 

❖ Trust Logos. It’s the same idea with these other logos, but they give 
credibility about your business practices rather than your products and skills. 
 
If you’ve got a stellar Better Business Bureau rating, you should feature the 
BBB’s easily recognizable logo on your landing pages. That communicates to 
your prospects that you are trustworthy and that other people have used your 
products and services and gotten good results. While most consumer advice 
out there on the Internet recommends that people check the BBB before 
hiring a business, only a small segment of consumers will actually do it – and 
if they see that BBB logo on your landing page, they’ll assume you’ve got a 
positive rating. 
 
Another trust logo you should include on your landing pages is a graphic of 
the credit cards you accept – if that’s relevant for you. This is important 
because not only does it communicate that payment will be easy – even if 
they don’t have cash on hand – it also gives a buyer confidence that yours is 
a reputable business. Merchant accounts aren’t just a matter of signing up; a 
business has to be vetted before it can accept payments by credit card. Also, 
should there be an issue, credit and debit card users know they can request 
help from the card issuer in getting resolution. 
 
Also every industry certification your company has usually also comes with a 
Trust Logo you can display on your site. This give consumers confidence that 
you know what you are doing and are “certified”. 
 
All of these trust logos add to the perceived credibility of your business, and 
help your prospective customers feel more comfortable calling you and 
working with you. It’s about legitimately borrowing the credibility of a larger, 
more widely known and trusted organization. 

● Your Irresistible Offer: One of the surest ways to succeed in business is to offer 
what people really, really want in a way that they know they’d be crazy not to 
accept your offer. An irresistible offer is so good that they know they won’t find a 
better offer no matter how hard they look, and that they’d just be wasting their 
own time if they tried to beat it. It’s also got to have a level of reasonableness, 
though – you don’t want to cross the line over into making an offer that’s “too 
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good to be true” because that’ll work against you. 

Conventional wisdom about landing pages – at least in other fields – is to use a 
headline that sparks curiosity and gets people to keep reading. It’s not like that in 
the water restoration industry. In our case, you want your irresistible offer right, 
smack, at the top of your landing page. You want it to give enough information at 
a glance that someone who’s searching can make a fast decision to take action 
without a second thought. 

What goes into making an irresistible offer? 

Think about the top considerations people have when they call. Just a few examples: 

• Price – What’s this going to cost me? 
You should consider offering a discount as part of your irresistible offer. Even 
$25 off is usually enough to ensure you get the call rather than your prospect 
continuing a search for a better deal. 
 

• Timing – How long am I going to have to wait to get this problem fixed? 
Your offer should mention the time issue. Even better if you can back that up by 
including a location that shows you’re right where they are. Many lead gen sites 
out there are based far, far away and it could be a long wait for a customer 
before they get a call back … and even then, it’s possible the company doesn’t 
serve the area where that prospect is located. You might also want to mention 
that a real, live human being will answer their call; that alone is a perk most 
people only wish for these days. 
 

• Ability – Can these guys actually fix the problem, or am I wasting my time? 
Jumping through hoops is bad enough, but what if the prospect goes through a 
bunch of rigamarole only to find out you can’t help them? The goal is to make 
solving their problem as easy as possible. 

● Design and Usability: You don’t want people who click your ad and go to your 
landing page to make “THAT” face – you know, the face that looks like someone 
just tried to make them eat creamed spinach out of a shoe. There are websites 
out there like that – some of them probably built in the mid 1990’s and never 
updated. They’ve got neon, blinking and spinning fonts, hideous color schemes, 
dated photos, and cheesy music that can’t be turned off. 

That’s the extreme, but it goes to illustrate the point that how your landing page 
looks matters. Make it add to your credibility and encourage your prospects to 
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keep moving forward through your sales funnel, toward calling you. Make your 
landing page attractive, not repulsive. 

Here are some tips: 

❖ Graphics and Photos – Pay for good graphics and photos rather than 
trying to get by on something you snapped with your phone. Worse yet, 
don’t use free graphics and photos you find online. You may get a nasty 
letter from whoever took the picture or designed the graphic – or their 
attorney – telling you that you can’t use it without paying for the privilege. 
You want graphics that go with the color scheme of your logo. You want 
photos that are modern, attractive, and communicate your “I solve your 
problems” message. 
 

❖ Layout – The layout of your landing page is important, too. You want a 
page that is easy to read, that makes a visitor notice the most important 
parts first – your irresistible offer, for example. You don’t want them to 
have to wade through paragraphs of text to figure out whether you can 
help them. Simple is fine – just communicate the information prospects 
need in order to recognize you can help, and then what they need to know 
to get in touch with you. You also want to avoid having any navigation on 
your landing pages. You don’t want to give your prospective buyers any 
other choice but to call. Links to other pages only distract them from what 
they need to do, which is call you. 
 

❖ Structure – The landing page text should follow this plan: 
 
Above the fold: 

▪ Headline at the top, including your irresistible offer 
▪ Bullet points with the benefits they get by doing business with you 
▪ Insurance carrier logos 
▪ Trust logos 
▪ Call to action, giving the simple next step they need to take to hire 

you 

Under that: 

▪ Testimonials if you’ve got them 
▪ Restate your irresistible offer 
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One more note about the content of your landing pages. 

Think about each funnel set (your ad and your landing page) as a whole. Everything you 
do should be consistent so the flow from Google keyword search, to your ad to, to 
landing page is smooth. You don’t want to use different keywords in your ad and on 
your landing page – they should be the same. You want your ad-clicking prospect to 
have a seamless experience, not one where they feel like clicking back to the page 
where they saw your ad to see if maybe they clicked the wrong thing or to find a more 
relevant company, based on what they found on your landing page. 

Oh, and this is a biggie. 

Your landing pages need to be mobile friendly. In all likelihood, your prospect is using a 
smartphone rather than a home computer. Statistics show that mobile usage rates are 
climbing steadily, already more than 50% of people start their search on a mobile 
phone. We are always on the go, usually running late, and normally trying to do more 
than one task at once.  

A mobile landing page is easy to navigate with nothing but thumbs. There’s no need to 
pinch and zoom to read the text. There’s not a whole lot of text to read. Everything that’s 
truly needed – what would normally be above the fold – is easily visible without thumb-
scrolling down or over. 

Most important of all, calling your company from a mobile-friendly landing page should 
be as easy as tapping the screen to start the call. 

However, by default, websites and landing pages are not mobile friendly. Maybe your 
website right now is not mobile friendly. It needs to be specially set up to be optimized 
and mobile friendly. 

The End Result 

What’s the big payoff from doing all this work? (Because yes, it takes time to create 
dozens and dozens of highly effective landing pages.) 

At least 30%, or 1 out of every 3 people, who come to your landing page should turn 
into a phone call for you. Now, compared to how most people do it by sending people 
straight to their Home page, they may only have a 3 to 5% conversion rate, so just 1 out 
of every 20 people who come to their website end up calling. 

All these landing page specs work together to grease your sales funnel and convert 
searchers into hot leads. There are a lot of details to manage – and it can be especially 
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overwhelming when you realize you’re not just making one landing page and calling it a 
day. You’ll need one for every keyword you use in your advertising campaign. It’s a big 
job, and can quickly get unmanageable – but keep reading because you’ll see how you 
may be able to hand off that task later on. 

For now, though, the next topic we need to look at is the Pay Per Click ads themselves. 
If you’re going to run ads, you will need to learn how to create ads on AdWords that 
generate maximum legitimate clicks at minimal cost. 
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Blow It Out with Google AdWords PPC 

Here’s where we get into the juicy goodness of Pay Per Click advertising through 
Google’s AdWords (and Microsoft’s Bing) programs. 

What’s weird is that in SEO, there’s a huge focus in the industry on staying ahead of 
Google, a perception (and it might be accurate) that Google’s constantly trying to block 
traffic from getting to your site, aiming to push you back down off the top of the heap of 
websites. Google’s waging a constant war against getting gamed by people who want to 
extract free traffic from the search engine giant. 

It’s a different scene when it comes to paying Google to send you traffic. 

Look at it this way, where do these companies make money? It’s not when you click on 
the “organic” listings, it’s when you click on an ad.  

All of a sudden, when you’re paying for traffic, Google and Facebook become a lot 
friendlier to work with. After all, they make money every time someone clicks your ads – 
so they want to be sure your ads have every chance of succeeding. You are now on the 
same team with Google, versus competing against them with SEO. 

That’s the pond where we’re going to fish. That’s where you’ll get results, which is what 
matters. 

The basic concept is this: 

• Figure out how people go searching for what you offer – this is your keyword 
research. 

• Write ads using those keywords and publish online to reach the people most 
likely to do business with you. 

• Make sure those ads show up during the most fruitful time periods and only to 
the people in your geographic area. 

• Connect those ads to the high-converting landing pages we just talked about. 
• Know what to do when the phone starts ringing. 
• Serve with excellence. 
• Rinse and repeat. 

So, some discussion of keywords and keyword research is in order. You might want to 
grab a cup of coffee – we’ll make it as painless as possible, and at least you don’t have 
to DO keyword research right now, but it’s not a walk in the park. 
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Keywords are whatever someone puts into Google to go looking for products, services, 
and information. Sometimes a keyword is a single word. Sometimes it’s actually a string 
of words or even a question. Keywords that are long are called long-tail keywords, as 
we mentioned a while ago. 

Some weird facts about keywords and how people search for what they need: 

• They sometimes use Google like they’re asking a Magic 8 Ball toy for advice. 
• They often misspell what they’re looking for. 
• Very few people ever use the “I’m Feeling Lucky” button on Google – wonder 

why? 
• People use different types of keywords when they’re shopping around versus 

when they’re about to commit and make a purchase. 

Shopping vs. Buying Keywords 

Let’s talk about that last one for a moment. When prospects are in different phases of 
the searching and buying cycle, they have different needs and wants. 

For example, if you were thinking about starting to see a chiropractor on a regular basis, 
you might search on Google for information like: 

• Benefits of chiropractic 
• Do chiropractic adjustments hurt? 
• Back exercises to do at home 
• Is a chiropractor covered by health insurance? 

Kind of all over the place with those searches, because you’re just in the information-
gathering phase – that’s a researcher, someone who’s at the top of the sales funnel. 
There’s no particular urgency. You’re just as likely to stumble onto free how-to advice 
you can follow at home to strengthen your back and core as you are to end up in a 
chiropractor’s office. 

Once you have this basic information processed, if you decide that seeing a 
chiropractor still might be a good idea for you, you’d probably start to have some more 
concrete ideas about how you want to proceed. Your searches would become more 
specific, one step closer to plunking down cold, hard cash. You’re now a shopper. 

If you actually threw your back out, you’d move from being a shopper to being a buyer. 
You’d search for a chiropractor in your city or town, and call the first one that seemed to 
be taking new patients. If you called an office and a real person answered, was 
courteous, said you could come in that day, and maybe even offered you a special offer 
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on your first visit, you’d be there with your wallet open as fast as you could get there. 

Urgency changes the pace of a prospect going through a sales funnel, makes for far 
more specific Google searches, and yields the easiest sales for businesses that can 
solve problems quickly. 

Broad vs. Specific Keywords 

We’ve talked a bit about the kinds of keywords SEO firms will go after for you and why. 
They go for broad keywords, like “water restoration in Queens” because they know that 
even though that’s a very competitive keyword (meaning, every SEO guy with a water 
restoration company client in Queens is going after that keyword), it beats the 
alternative for them. The alternative would be going after far more specific keywords, 
such as “flooded basement restoration in Queens” and that would mean constructing 
and ranking website pages for every possible combination of problem, service, and 
location. For each website page an SEO firm wants to rank, there’s an enormous 
amount of work involved – and clients get tired of paying for all that work with no 
revenue results. 

The great news is that that’s not even an issue with PPC advertising. You can and 
should go very specific with the keywords you use in your campaign. 

In fact, the more specific the keyword, the more likely a searcher is to become a buyer 
or lead very soon, assuming they find the information they need to be able to make the 
next move. 

Tip: Aim for specific keywords rather than general ones in your ads. 

Negative Keywords 

They’re not as bad as they sound, and in this case, it’s a great time-saver and money-
saver to know about negative keywords. 

Negative keywords are words you specifically list that you do not want to trigger your 
PPC ads. Some great examples include free, cheap, how to, and DIY. For obvious 
reasons, you don’t want your ads showing up for someone who wants free or cheap 
stuff, or to learn how to fix their problem on their own, or for a product, service, or 
employment opportunity that’s irrelevant to you. 

With Google AdWords and Facebook Ads, you can specify a list of words like this. This 
enables you to make sure your ads don’t even show up in front of non-ideal customer 
prospects. 
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If there are specifics you get asked about a lot but your business does not offer 
solutions for, you could add those to your negative keywords list as well. 

Tip: Use the negative keyword option to prevent your ad  
from showing up for non-ideal prospects.  

Don’t Build One Big, Dumb Campaign 

With PPC advertising, there’s a term that’s important – your campaign. Within your 
overall advertising plan for PPC, you can build campaigns – it’s a way of structuring 
your strategy. 

Most advertisers – at least the ones who have a hard time getting good results – build 
what I’ll call a big, dumb campaign. In water restoration marketing, this would look like 
lumping all the disaster service types, all the variations of those services and all the 
geographic locations you service into one campaign. 

It’s the equivalent of packing a trunk full of every object you might need throughout the 
day – including your tools, your meals, your clothing, keys, that sticky note from your kid 
asking if you can have pizza for dinner… everything. Then, every time you need one 
thing from your trunk, you have to sort through and hunt for it. Add to it the complication 
that sometimes you’ll need to look at every item in there to make sure everything’s 
working as planned – and to be able to remove or modify something if it’s not 
performing. 

Instead, pack it all into an organized, expandable, compartmentalized box. This will 
allow you to find what you need in seconds, make modifications to it on a micro level, 
evaluate precisely what’s working and what’s not, and to add on without fear of 
duplication or confusion. And from Google’s perspective you are going above and 
beyond to show the best ad to the best person at the right time and take them to the 
best page – because they are all highly relevant and “match” each other. You want an 
ultra-targeted advertising campaign. 

Yes, it’s a lot more to manage this way. It’s a far more sophisticated system than just 
chucking stuff into one big box. But its precision makes for dramatically better results. 

Structuring Your Campaign 

So, how do you structure a smart PPC campaign? 

1. Start with keyword research. Gather every possible keyword combination you 
can find. 
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2. Put your keywords into groups. Start with the more basic keywords, then make 
groups by location, each service, the distinct variations of those services, and the 
combinations of all of those.  

3. Put the keywords together in every variation of word order possible. For example, 
water restoration in Queens is significantly different in Google’s eyes from 
Queens water restoration. 

4. Next, you build what AdWords refers to as campaigns. They are built around 
your keyword groups. 

5. Write ads for each keyword combination. 
6. Link your ads to your landing pages. Each keyword combination should have a 

corresponding landing page, as we’ve discussed. 

About Writing Your Ads 

You need to create a highly-targeted ad with a strong call to action – but you have very 
limited space to write the ad. Your headline can only have 25 characters, including 
spaces. You get two description lines, each with a maximum of 35 characters, including 
spaces. Then, the display URL (the website address you want to show in your ad) is 
also limited to 35 characters that will be visible – you can enter a longer URL, but it will 
be shortened. 

There are a LOT of rules for how your ad has to be written – and if it’s not to Google’s 
liking, it will be rejected. 

Your ad doesn’t have a lot of space to work with. You need to make every character 
count. Every word must move your prospects closer to buying. 

Include your call to action in your ad. Include your phone number (remember, you’ve got 
to have a phone number you use only for these ads so you can track their 
effectiveness). Include some sort of “limiting language” (for example, “Call Before 3 p.m. 
to Get $500 Signing Bonus”) in the ad to create a sense of urgency. This will help 
ensure the prospect calls you today rather than waiting until next week. 

Ramp It Up with Extensions 

Ad extensions are a feature that adds dimension and depth to your ad. There are a few 
types of extensions you need to understand: 

• Call extensions: These let you display your phone number right in your ad, 
giving your prospect a direct path to call you.  

• Site link extensions: These allow you to include up to four links to other pages 
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of your website. You can also highlight special offers or calls to action using 
site link extensions. 

• Ad extensions: These increase the size of your ad, which draws extra 
attention to it and separates you from your competition.  

All of these extensions are great ways to increase your leads and lower your costs. 

Your Quality Score 

There’s a test. Not just the test of going live with your PPC ads and seeing how much 
revenue they bring in – there’s an actual department at Google that’s evaluating your 
ads. They look at how well your ad text matches up to your keyword, and how well that 
all matches up to a Google searcher’s search. They also look at your landing pages, 
how quickly they load, how long someone stays on your landing page, what keywords 
are on there, and probably some other factors nobody knows about in detail. 

If you get a positive Quality Score, you will get better conversion rates, lower advertising 
rates, and your ads will show up in better spots more often. 

There are many ways to improve your Quality Score, but here are the first steps you’ll 
need to take to get it as high as you can: 

1. Know what your Quality Scores are. You can find that information by logging into 
your AdWords account, selecting a campaign, looking at the Keywords tab, click 
on Columns on that toolbar, then clicking Customize Columns. Then you should 
be able to see the Quality Score. Phew. 

2. Organize your keywords really well. You want to keep your AdGroups small – 
maybe only a handful of different keywords in each. Make sure they all relate 
closely to each other. 

3. Make sure your ads and landing pages match the keywords in each AdGroup. 
This means those keywords should appear in the ad and the landing page as 
well as in your AdGroup. Remember not to use your Home page – that will NOT 
yield good results for you. The ads have to lead to specific landing pages that are 
focused on the particular keywords you use in the ad. 

When you start doing PPC advertising for your water restoration company, you enter a 
never-ending quest for achieving better Quality Scores. It’ll be official – you’ll turn into a 
total geek, and nobody will want to talk to you at parties anymore. 

But you’ll start getting more leads calling than ever before, so it might be worth it. 

In the next chapter, we’ll talk about a more human element in this advertising strategy – 
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what to do when the phone starts ringing. 
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A Flood of Prospects from PPC 

The moment of truth – your phone begins ringing. A lot.  

We’ve talked some about the whole process of getting new customers and leads as 
being your sales funnel. At the top, you’ve got people who are somehow interested in 
water restoration services, but who aren’t actively looking for what you offer right now. 

In the middle of the funnel, these folks are starting to realize they’ve got a problem. 
Maybe they’re seeing signs of mold in their home. Maybe their washing machine 
flooded and ruined an area rug. What they’re doing now is technically still working… but 
they’re starting to become more aware of their impending need to fix the situation. They 
might start looking for a solution, but might not get around to making a phone call. Not 
every lead goes through this phase, of course – sometimes there’s no warning before it 
all goes haywire. 

That point where something’s broken is the bottom of the funnel. It’s action time. The 
question at that point is not whether something’s wrong, it’s who to call to get it fixed. 
That’s when they’re most likely to encounter your PPC ad and call you. 

At that moment, when they dial your number, they exit the sales funnel and fall into a 
bucket, where they’ll be yours for as long as you can keep them happy – unless they fall 
out of the bucket. 

What determines whether you get to keep these “almosts” is what happens when they 
call you. 

Do this part right, and you’re likely to have a long-term customer who sends other leads 
your way. Do it wrong, and you’ll waste all the money and effort that went into creating 
and running your PPC advertisement – because you’ll be left standing there watching 
your “almost customer” or go to your competitor instead. 

Your phone process is that important. 

We’ve trained a lot of our clients’ offices on how to turn almost every phone call that 
comes in into a success, and we’ll share the highlights with you in just a moment.  

First, there’s something you need to put into place before you get even one phone call 
from your advertising. 
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Call Tracking 
Remember back in the old days of advertising in the newspaper or Yellow Pages? As a 
sophisticated advertiser, you knew you needed to have a designated phone number 
that appeared just in your ad. This would allow you to measure how effective that 
advertising investment was – you’d know exactly how many phone calls came in as a 
result of placing your ad.  

It’s the same with your PPC advertising. 

If you’re not tracking your calls, it’s impossible to know for sure what’s working and 
what’s not. How else will you know where your calls came from, or which ads generated 
the most calls? 

You certainly can’t count on the person answering your phone to get that information! 
They may not remember to ask, and even if they do, there’s absolutely no way that the 
caller will remember – accurately – where they saw your ad, what they typed into 
Google, when they saw it, which landing page they went to… 

You see what we mean? 

So, you’ll need to come up with a way to track your calls. Best practice would be to have 
a different phone number associated with each ad you’re running – but we’ve already 
talked about how many ads you’re going to need to run… one for every combination of 
appliance, brand, and location. 

That’s a lot of phone numbers. 

It can be done, and it’s really important to do. But, doing it manually like that is a task 
that’s so big it could easily take several employees to manage. 

What some companies do is use unique software to provide custom call tracking in your 
dashboard. With this software, you can see exactly which ad, which keyword, which 
landing page produced the call – at a glance. You can tell how many calls you get, how 
much you’re paying for the ad that produced those calls, and what changes to make to 
get even better results. 

OK, so for sure you’re going to want to find a call tracking solution like that. 

Now, onto the phone answering system... 

The Simple Phone Script System 
It’s like gathering fruit, this whole process of getting new leads to fall into your basket. 
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We noticed that with some of our clients, no matter how much website traffic they got, 
no matter how many phone calls they got, they still seemed to drop a lot of fruit on the 
ground.  

Some receptionists were great at converting these calls into wins – their close rate was 
phenomenal. Others, even though they were friendly and professional, seemed to end 
way too many calls without getting the desired result. Still others had very inconsistent 
results – sometimes they’d succeed, and other times the caller would hang up after 
saying they’d shop around a bit more and maybe call back.  

Everyone who owns a business knows that the person answering your phones is doing 
one of the most important jobs in your business. They are the first human contact a 
customer has with your business. They are the one closing – or not. 

Of course, you want the person answering your phones to be polite, friendly, 
professional, and for callers to get such a good impression of your business from that 
one phone call that they want to do business with you. 

That’s not enough, though. 

We’ve studied proven sales processes, scripts, and psychology enough to have learned 
some really important lessons that can change your results dramatically. See, just like 
your marketing works like a funnel, the phone call is the same – the goal is to make 
your lead’s process of going from dialing to doing business smooth. You want to 
eliminate bumps and holes in the funnel that would result in the call ending without the 
results you want. 

That’s why we created what we call the Simple Phone Script System. It’s built on 7 
simple rules for every phone call and 5 magic questions. It simplifies the process of 
turning leads into wins. It also sets up a standard system to follow so that you get 
results you can count on. Using a system like this, you know that if you generate X 
number of phone calls, you’ll land Y results. It’s all about getting consistent results. 

It makes the process more scientific, and by following the proven process you can 
replicate your results over and over. 

Leads Are Meaningless On Their Own 
Why does this matter so much? Remember – you can generate leads all day long, but if 
you can’t convert them into results, there’s no point. It’s a complete waste of time and 
money to run marketing campaigns if you can’t close. 

You’ve got to close the gap between a lead and actual money. Leads are ultimately 
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meaningless. You can’t buy groceries with leads. You can’t pay with leads to take a 
vacation with your family. No doctor on the planet accepts leads as a form of payment 
when you’ve got a sick child.  

You get the idea. You’ve got to turn that lead into money-making results. 

We’ll get into HOW to do that in just a minute. But first we probably should talk a little 
about WHY. 

Our Simple Phone Script System, like we said, is designed to work WITH human 
psychology to produce a certain result: The caller takes the action you want them to 
take. 

The process works by triggering certain responses in your caller that help build a feeling 
of knowing, liking, and trusting your water restoration company. At every step 
throughout the process, the caller is gently nudged toward taking action. 

Some people might wonder if there’s an ethical problem with that, if it’s manipulative or 
otherwise shady. 

Here’s the thing: 

● Your prospective customer has a real problem. 
● They need someone to help them – for real. 
● They need that help now. 
● They need to be able to trust that it’s all going to turn out right. 
● They need to feel comfortable with the next action they take. 
● They need to know they’re not being ripped off. 

So, as a water restoration company with high integrity, a commitment to providing 
excellence, and the certainty that you offer the best possible option for this lead, how do 
you best serve this person?  

By doing all you can to make doing business with you easy and comfortable? 

Or… 

Leaving it up to chance that the lead will be served well (by you), or potentially ripped off 
(by someone else)?  

It might sound a little crazy to be this passionate about a phone script, or even about 
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water restoration services – but not if you remember what it is you’re actually selling. 
You sell problem solving, the restoration of a family’s peace of mind. 

The best way to serve your customers is to make it easy for them to let you serve them! 

That said, here’s the basic gist of the Simple Phone Script System. 

Every time a prospective customer calls your business, you want to accomplish the 
following: 

Get them talking about their situation right away. This situation is causing problems. 
It’s a pain for them. It’s frustrating and aggravating and wrecking their entire daily 
routine. 

It’s been said that, “People love to buy stuff… they just don’t like being sold.” And it’s 
true – no matter how motivated you are to buy something, when a salesperson is 
pushing you to buy, you’re turned off. 

It’s far more effective when folks sell themselves on the solution you offer. Buying 
decisions are emotional – especially when they involve stopping something that’s 
causing pain. The decision to buy comes from emotion; then the brain works to justify 
that decision. 

So, if you can get the caller to spill their guts about what’s going on, they’ll start the 
process of selling themselves on your solutions. 

Encourage them to vent. It’s not enough to say, “My carpet smells funny ever since 
that one storm we had.” You want them to go into more detail about when they first 
noticed the problem, what other problems this is causing. The more they talk about how 
bad this problem is, the more they sell themselves on getting it fixed. This also positions 
you as someone they begin to know, like, and trust – you’re more of a confidant than a 
salesperson. You’re with them in their time of need. 

Get a little personal. At the right time, you’ll want to start getting more personal 
information – starting with their name, and a bit later, their address. Getting this 
information accomplishes two important goals in the call. 

First, by using someone’s name, you strengthen the connection with them. If you think 
about it, people behave oddly when they’re anonymous, but not when they’ve given 
their name. You’re more likely to get tire kickers when the caller remains anonymous 
because there’s no sense of accountability. 
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Second, by asking for your caller’s name, you set a pattern for the conversation. The 
pattern is that you are leading the conversation, and that when you make offers or 
requests, they’ll say yes. You ask for their name, they give it. Ultimately, you offer an 
appointment, and they take it. 

Offer choices that all lead to a win. Along the lines of leading the conversation, when 
you offer the next step – say, an appointment with your technician, you want to offer it in 
a way that is easy for them to say yes. So, offer it in a way that “no” becomes a strange 
reply. For example, “Would morning or afternoon work better for you?” is more likely to 
result in an appointment than a “no”. Remember, the goal is to serve your customer with 
excellence – and you can’t do that if they won’t take the next step. 

Get the appointment scheduled – that’s the whole goal. You’re not trying to sell 
anything in this first contact. You’re only selling the appointment. The appointment is the 
next step, and only after you’ve gone out for the appointment can you sell whatever 
comes next. 

It would be a really good idea to take a close look at the phone script your receptionist is 
following, and to evaluate it based on this advice. Take a look at the closing rate you’re 
getting with that script – How many calls come in? How many end up with the result you 
want? Is there room for improvement? 

If so, now you’ll probably be thinking about how the Simple Phone Script System could 
turn things around for you. In fact, you might even be wondering how you could get your 
hands on it. If you promise to stay focused long enough to finish reading, we’ll make you 
a promise – you’ll find out how you can get the whole Simple Phone Script System 
absolutely free. Deal? 

In the Simple Phone Script System, you’ll get: 

● The complete phone script we’ve developed for water restoration companies that 
is proven to result in better results. 

● The 5 magic questions you need to ask, word for word, on each phone call that 
comes in. 

● The 7 rules you must follow for every phone call to dramatically improve your 
results. 

The beauty of having a system like this is that it’s foolproof. In the hands of a great 
receptionist, this system will help you accomplish what every water restoration company 
out there only wishes they could have: 
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A surefire way to turn leads into wins. 

All that you’ve read up until now sets the foundation for you to create a marketing 
system so powerful that you can easily bring in new business or drivers every day – like 
pulling a lever as many times as you want to increase your revenues at will. Next up, 
though, you’ll learn one thing you can do – that probably NONE of your competitors is 
doing – that can yield exponentially bigger numbers for you. 
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Your Ads Require Regular Maintenance 

Great news! At this point in your reading, you’ve learned enough about building a Pay 
Per Click advertising system for your water restoration company that you can see the 
potential for easily doubling or tripling your profits in the coming year. 

Even better news… you’ve reached the chapter that will explain how you can take the 
amazing results your PPC advertising can produce and make them even better. 

This is all about optimization, which is the process of making tiny little changes that lead 
to exponentially better results. 

This is also the part where you’ll either geek out over the brilliance of the process – or 
else your eyes will glaze over and you’ll realize that this is a task you never want to try 
on your own. 

Either way, you need to know just enough to make yourself dangerous. Whether you 
take this on in-house or hire someone to do it for you, you need to at least understand 
the basics. 

Optimization is a scientific, methodical process of discovering what’s working best in 
your PPC sales funnel so you can do more of what’s working and less of what’s not 
working. 

Perry Marshall, the famous marketer, said, “Everybody knows half your advertising 
budget is being wasted… it’s just a matter of determining which half.” 

The optimizing process involves split testing EVERYTHING: ads, landing pages, offers 
to see what’s working best. It involves making a single, small change to one of these 
elements to see whether the original or the new version performs best. Once you have 
a winner, you try to beat it with a new, new version. This process goes on indefinitely, 
with the constant goal of getting better results. 

In traditional advertising, optimization would work by running multiple Yellow Pages ads 
using a different phone number for each ad. If you’ve ever tried to do something like 
that, you know it’s super-expensive and can quickly get crazy as you try to keep track of 
what number went with which ad. 

How on earth are you supposed to know whether your ad will work? By the time you 
figure out how it’s working, it’s too late – and forget about comparing multiple ads. You 
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can’t run ads side by side, either; to get feedback on two different ads, you’d need to be 
in two similar publications. In the end, you’d eventually figure out whether your ad 
worked, but it would be too late to course-correct, and you can easily end up stuck with 
an under-performing ad running for months and months. 

With digital marketing, we’ve got a unique opportunity. You aren’t stuck with some little 
2” x 2” ad, locked in for a whole year before you can even change it. Instead, with PPC 
advertising, you can test as you go. Your landing pages, colors, layout, ad copy, offer… 
every element of your advertising matters. 

Digital marketing is far more maneuverable than traditional print marketing. You can 
literally run a test on two versions of your ad, determine that one version is 
outperforming the other, and then shift your budget to the one that’s working better – all 
on the spot. You can zero in on what’s working, making small improvements to each 
element so you get better performance and an increasing ROI over time 

For our clients, we split test and optimize for the following variables in their PPC funnel: 

● Ad budget 
● Locations 
● Time of day 
● Day of the week 
● Keywords 
● Negative keywords 
● Ad position 
● Split-test ads 
● Split-test landing pages 
● We even optimize for mobile phones and tablets 

Essentially, we break the new customer getting process down to a granular level. At 
every point along the way, every time there’s an encounter with a prospect, we perform 
a split test. We alter one small element and observe the results. Because you can get 
real time numbers, you can quickly determine what’s working and what’s not. This 
allows you to improve the effectiveness of each ad, landing page, and offer – and when 
you multiply small, incremental improvements, you end up with big gains overall. 

Of course, that’s if you do it right. 

Again, we don’t want to drag you too far into the mad scientist world of optimization, but 
just want you to understand enough to realize the potential that’s available for a 
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marketer who’s got a powerful grasp of these intricate little parts and processes. It took 
us years of study to learn all this – and since it’s our thing, we actually enjoy running 
these split tests and seeing what’s actually performing well. (Weird, we know.) 

It helps that we’ve got a whole team at our disposal: graphic designers, landing page 
builders, AdWords experts, copywriting experts. All these different skills and specialties 
are needed to make split testing and optimization work. It’s an insane amount of work, 
but it’s worth it when we see our clients’ ads produce better and better results for them. 

Probably NOT a Good DIY Project 

We have known business owners who decided this seemed like a good project for them 
to take on. They figured they could do it in-house and that even though it would be time-
consuming, it would yield results that would make the effort pay off. Unfortunately, they 
quickly discovered that while getting better and better results is the goal, sometimes 
when a split test isn’t run correctly, they can end up with worse results. Sometimes they 
broke stuff in their funnel along the way. Sometimes they made multiple changes at a 
time, and then couldn’t tell with any certainty at all which changes caused the much 
better – or much worse – results. 

Running split tests requires you to be meticulous, scientific, and very patient. Only with 
a true A/B split test process can you determine valid gains and losses. 

You’ve also got to know what to split test, and in what order. If you’re testing variables 
that are irrelevant, you’ll waste a lot of time. If you test in the wrong order, you’ll set 
yourself up for failure because each step along the way builds on the results of the prior 
step. 

Successful split testing requires a lot of resources – and probably more than a little 
obsessiveness. Done right, all the effort pays off big time; done incorrectly, this could be 
the biggest headache you ever gave yourself. 

Many of our clients say that just being able to avoid ever having to run split tests or 
learning the finer points of optimization was reason enough for them to outsource their 
PPC advertising to my team. It’s not that it’s a truly horrible experience – it’s just that 
there’s a lot that can go wrong, a lot to learn before you dive in, and that it takes 
significant skills and experience to get the best possible results. 

Whether you want to take this part of the process on by yourself (probably not), or you’d 
rather just entrust it to someone who knows what they’re doing and does it every day, 
you’ll want to get the information that’s coming in the next chapter. 
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How To Work With Us 

Here’s where we break into two camps… 

It’s possible you’ve gotten this far and come to the conclusion that you’d like to give this 
PPC stuff a try on your own. Crazy, but okay; we hope the information we’ve given you 
will help you get great results from the hard work you’re about to put in. It’s definitely 
possible you could learn how to do all this on your own. Not the best use of your time 
and resources, but some people just really like to do things on their own.  

Most likely, though, you realize that the smartest move would be to outsource this whole 
thing to someone who knows what they’re doing and have a proven track record in 
helping water restoration companies (like yours) consistently and profitably get more 
jobs every month.  

You’ve spent years working and learning to run your water restoration business. It’s not 
a quick or easy process to accumulate that amount of wisdom, and most likely you 
learned the most from the times you made mistakes. You probably realize the value of 
having someone who’s already gone through the learning curve of PPC advertising for a 
water restoration business, who’s got the experience, team, and real world marketing 
system to get great excellent results. 

You know that you make the most money, and suffer the fewest headaches, when you 
stick to what you do best – running your water restoration business. Any task not 
directly related to that, you’re best off handing off to someone else who specializes in 
that task and has a proven track record of results. 

That’s why you’ll want to hear about our system. It’s like having your very own lead 
generation machine where you get to keep 100% of the leads in your area rather than 
fighting over them with your competitors. You even get a dedicated AdWords Manager 
who never stops working to make sure you get the best leads at the cheapest price. 

Here’s what makes up our system:  

A Shockingly Good Track Record 
You pay for results, not to underwrite our education. 
After getting outstanding results in the water restoration industry, we’ve learned the 
market, learned the business, and learned the customer – that means you get all the 
benefits of that market research from day one.  
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Full Speed Ahead, Right Away 
You don’t waste time and money on trial and error. 
We know what works. We know what doesn’t work. We only do what works… and we 
only do it for water restoration companies. What could be simpler? By working with a 
water restoration industry marketing specialist, you’ll see great results faster and with 
far less risk than you’d have in working with a generalist who’s got to learn the ropes 
before getting a good ROI.  

You’re 7 Days Away from Results 
Forget waiting patiently for the phone to ring. 
Any SEO firm with integrity admits it will take 6-9 months to get results. Any water 
restoration company owner knows 6-9 months is way too long to pay for a tactic that’s 
not producing new business. Time is money and you can’t afford to invest your hard-
earned marketing dollars “hoping” it might work out one day far into the future. With this 
System, we guarantee you’ll start seeing results within 7 days.  

Shared, Warmed-Over Leads? Never Again! 
You can kiss those ridiculously priced leads goodbye forever. 
Shared leads programs that charge a fortune and all you’re guaranteed is a crack at the 
leads that come in… along with the 4 to 6 other businesses who’s getting that same 
lead. With our system, you don’t have to share. The leads are yours, 100%. Your 
competitor wants to home in on your leads? Forget it! When you work with us, you are 
our exclusive client in your geographic region.  

Not an ATM, but Pretty Close 
Your very own lead generation machine. 
As our client, you’ll get your own private-label lead generation engine. This goes way 
beyond having a website, or generating a huge amount of traffic, or even buying a list of 
leads. This is a non-stop lead generation machine that produces highly-targeted leads, 
people who are standing there ready to take action – all they need is to find you.  

We Count What Counts 
Revenue is the true measure of success, not leads. 
More premium customers, better quality leads, and fewer tire kickers – these elements 
combine to produce higher revenues for your water restoration company. Once you 
start seeing revenue stream in from your partnership with us, you’ll wonder why on 
earth you ever thought paying for leads was a good idea. It’s all about revenue. 

We Do All the Heavy Lifting 
Your dedicated marketing manager works the magic so you can grow. 
You don’t have to lift a finger to create your PPC campaigns, build your landing pages, 
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craft your offers, or optimize each step in your funnel. All you’ve got to do is continue 
providing an excellent experience to every prospect and customer who calls you. Run 
your water restoration business, make money. Leave the rest to us and focus on what 
you do best. 

Our System is Unique – in 3 Ways 

1. We ONLY work with water restoration companies. 
We are the ONLY PPC agency that works only with water restoration companies. By 
focusing only on water restoration companies, we’ve gone through the learning curve. 
We know your business. We know your customers. We know what works, and what 
doesn’t. You pay for results – not to bring us up to speed. 

2. A Proven Customer Getting System. 
Our proven marketing system is currently profitable in water restoration markets all 
across the United States. There are few guarantees in life and business, but we offer 
one that’s rock solid because we are so certain we’ll make you a positive ROI… fast. 

3. Exclusivity in your area. 
Forget squabbling over lame leads with your competitor. When you partner with us, you 
get 100% of the leads that come in in your area calling you directly to help them. You 
control the entire market. You lock out your competition – we simply won’t work with 
them. 

Here’s what you get when you become our exclusive partner in your area: 

● A Proven Marketing System from Day One 
● 100% Exclusivity in Your Area 
● Custom Domain Name 
● Custom AdWords Account 
● Advanced Keyword Research 
● New High Converting Website & Landing Pages 
● Professional Copywriting 
● Custom Call Tracking Phone Number 
● Dedicated AdWords & Business Consultant 
● Lead Conversion Coaching/Training 
● Ongoing Optimization for Strategic Growth & Max Profits 
● Monthly Analytics Reports 

What to Do Next 
If you’re struggling with your marketing, you’re probably paying too much only to get 
less than desirable results (or worse). You’re frustrated and overwhelmed. You’re 
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working hard to get results and by all accounts, according to what ‘everyone’ out there 
says, you’re doing everything you should be… but it’s not working. 

It’s not your fault, though. You’ve just believed some of the most common myths about 
water restoration industry marketing that are out there. The truth is, it doesn’t matter 
how hard you work at content marketing and SEO. All those will do – if you work hard 
enough – is to get you top rankings on Google and a lot of website traffic. While those 
sound good, we all know that what really counts is REVENUE. If you get that, if you’ve 
learned enough about this completely unique system to understand how it could 
completely transform and explode your water restoration business, then we should talk. 

We only work with a very select group of water restoration companies. Because of our 
commitment to exclusivity, we can only take on one partner per service area. 

Let’s set up a time to talk and see whether this makes sense for your business. You 
have absolutely nothing to lose. 

You can reach me, Kevin Wilke, at: 

Kevin@WaterRestorationMarketing.net 
www.WaterRestorationMarketing.net  
646-461-1423  

 

Do You Want A Case Study Of The Typical Results Our Clients Are Getting? 

We’ve made a lot of bold claims, all of which we are 100% confident in making because 
they are all backed with proven results for our clients. 

When you go to this page, see for yourself the kind of typical results our clients are 
seeing… how they are consistently and profitably getting more customers every month 
and growing their business with confidence. 

www.WaterRestorationMarketing.net/casestudy 

 


